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much about cardiac arrest
not ending in death...watching it unfold was really cool.”
For students looking for
hands-on medical experience, the Fire and Rescue
club is the way to go. It does
not require previous medical
schooling and as it is on a volunteer basis, it is less of a time
commitment. Involvement
in emergency calls consists
of everything from hip pain
complaints to a life or death
situation.
The club works with West
Brow Fire Department’s volunteer program to involve
students in both medical and
fire assistance. The main goal
of the partnership is to train
students on campus and civilians on the mountain to
easily respond to medical or
fire emergencies.

A West Brow engine in June 2016 - photo from West Brow Fire & Rescue on Facebook

by Hannah Urban
On Jesse Walter’s first medical call, he helped restart a
human heart. After 15 minutes of CPR and four shocks
from a defibrillator, the
14-year-old got a pulse back.
Afterward, one of the paramedics assisting Walters told
him that children or teenag-

ers going into cardiac arrest
only happens a couple of
times each year and they are
rarely saved. Jesse Walter ‘21
is a pre-med student at Covenant. He is involved in the
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) clinicals that are
being offered this year as a
part of the partnership with
the West Brow Fire Depart-

CASEY FLETCHER:
BEHIND THE SCENES
by Mary Haynes
Many Covenant students
have favorite professors, as
is evident in the thundering
cheers during faculty chapel
lectures. Other members of
the Covenant staff (such people in Student Development,
Safety and Security, or Facilities), while less public faces of
the college, are no less loved.
While professors may be the
actors on the college’s stage,
those who work behind the
scenes keep the college running smoothly.
Casey Fletcher, the theatre
department’s newly appointed master carpenter, is one
such staff member.

Fletcher about potentially
hosting an art show at Covenant, an offer which Fletcher
readily accepted.
“Through conversations with
Ray Padròn and Jeff Morton,
the three of us discussed having some of my work put on
display in the library gallery.
I’d had some old pieces that I
had kind of refurbished and
some old pieces that were
gone and that I rebuilt along
with one completely new
piece. So altogether there was
a painting, three drawings,
and two sculptures and it was
a ton of fun.”

“[Last year] I saw an ad that
said [Covenant was] looking
for a Master Carpenter for
the Theatre department, and
I have a theater background
and a carpentry background
so I decided to try that out.”

Titled “New and Resurrected Work,” the art show gave
Fletcher the chance to re-engage with his love for sculpting, a subject he majored
in at Messiah. In addition,
Fletcher had the opportunity to connect with Covenant
students over a shared love of
art.

This past fall was not the
first time Fletcher had heard
of Covenant. After graduating from Messiah College in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania in
2015, Fletcher moved to Tennessee, where he began working in furniture, cabinetry,
and fabrication. In 2018, previous Covenant art professor
and fellow Messiah graduate
Raymond Padròn talked to

“The Covenant students I met
during my artist talk at my art
show were pretty bright and
kind, but also critical, asking
tough, insightful questions
about my work. [When I
saw the job opening at Covenant,] I had a feeling that the
students, staff, and faculty I
would work with would be
kind and operating under a
Christian worldview and fair.

ment.
Walter said of his first medical call, “It was definitely
encouraging. A lot of what
we learn in the EMT class is
that it’s not always gonna go
the best way possible. Going
on to the scene I did not expect anything to come out of
it because you don’t hear too

I figured they wouldn’t just be
easy to work with, but open
and driven.”
Since accepting Covenant’s
Master Carpenter position last fall, Fletcher has
already worked two shows
(“Silent Sky” and “Tartuffe”)
and is currently making
preparations for a third: the
long-awaited “The Sound of
Music.”
“It’s a pretty ambitious set
[that we’re working on for
“The Sound of Music”]. Being a musical with a bunch
of scenes and choreography,
we’re having to build not just
more sets than our previous
two shows, but sets that can
be stood on or climbed on or
jumped through.”

Parker Simcox ’19, a former
Covenant student, worked
closely with the West Brow
Fire Department and is starting a firefighter and paramedic program in Gwinnett
County, GA. He said, “The
program is a cooperation and
mutual understanding that
is influenced by the students
and the relationships themCONTINUED ON PAGE 2

having his hard work pay off.
“Getting to see the fruits of
our labor is always a big reward, just in going to a show
and seeing actors work with
the set and seeing how it’s
accommodating their needs.
Crowd reactions are especially pleasing, like when a
set piece is revealed or when
someone remarks on some
part of the set afterward.”
Until the show opens, however, Fletcher and his team
of work-study students will
continue to prepare one set-

“I Don’t Know”

Abbs Kern reflects on complexity,
humility, and learning to admit
what we don’t know
Page 7

THE 2020
ELECTIONS ARE
APPROACHING
by Katie Smith
Indeed— the 2020 elections
are rapidly approaching, and
will be upon us before we
know it. But don’t worry, I’m
not talking about the elections you’re thinking of, and
they will hopefully be less
controversial. These elections
are for your Student Body
Senators.
This March, elections will
take place for Student Body
Class Presidents, Residence
Hall Presidents, and for the
first time ever, the Multicultural Liaison. Packets will be
released on Monday, March
2nd, so by the time you’re
reading this you may have
noticed your friends and
peers soliciting signatures
from you. Debates will take
place on Monday, March
23rd, and election day is
Tuesday, March 24th.
The elections that took place
in the fall for Executive
Committee (Student Body
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

piece at a time, eagerly awaiting opening night, when
their work behind the scenes
will go on display.
Note: For those interested in
attending “The Sound of Music”—be it for the sets, the costumes, the music, or the actors
(or all of the above)—tickets
are now on sale. Show dates
are March 27-28 and April
2-4. For more details or to reserve tickets, contact the box
office at boxoffice@covenant.
edu.

In contrast to this year’s previous Covenant shows, “The
Sound of Music,” complete
with an orchestra and a wide
array of sets, will be held in
the chapel auditorium rather
than Sanderson 215.
“One of the tricky things is
needing to build large sets
for the chapel, but then designing them so they can fit
through the chapel doors.
The trick is to build each
piece so that it can be broken down or built in multiple
pieces or collapsible, which is
a fun challenge.”
Despite
the
challenges,
Fletcher says he enjoys the
chance to exercise his problem-solving creativity and
looks forward to seeing the
show come together while

Visual artist and new Covenant College Theatre master
carpenter Casey Fletcher - photo by Dani Lucas
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SHELVE IT: AN INSIDE LOOK AT THE
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
by Mary Haynes

Author’s Note: With Spring
Break just around the corner,
the Bagpipe investigated the
leisure reading of Covenant’s
English professors—both out
of curiosity and to uncover
whether it is possible for an
English professor to have a favorite book of all time. In the
event that students have the
chance to pick up a book over
break or are simply looking for
something good to read, here
are the hottest takes from the
bookworms who brought you
CHOW I and Intro to Lit.
Dr. Gwen Macallister

in all of its quotidian beauty. I was particularly moved
by her poems of Christian
faith. Reading this book led
me toward my calling as an
English professor, as I eventually wrote my dissertation
on Levertov’s incarnational
poetics.

Theology and the Natural
Sciences in Dialogue” by
Alister McGrath and “Les
Misèrables” by Victor Hugo.
Dr. Bill Tate

Currently Reading: “Half of a
Yellow Sun” by Chimamanda
Ngozi Adichie. This is a powerful historical novel about
the Biafran War in Nigeria
told through the perspective
of several different characters
who vary in race and class.
Dr. Cliff Foreman

Currently Reading: “The
Book of Night with Moon” by
Diane Duane. The book is set
in a fictional universe (a version of ours) with wizards of
various worlds and species.
“The Lone One” (sort of the
Satan figure in Duane’s derivative, syncretic universalist
“theology”) is trying to persuade new species to choose
death (entropy) by promising
them power, and a team of
cat wizards have to intervene
(yes, I know, but it’s fun, and
even intriguing, if you just
accept the premise—and I’m
not even a cat-lover). Not
too serious, but somewhat
morally aware (in a broadly
good-vs.-evil way) and entertaining.

photo from covenant.edu

Favorite Genre: Realism, detective fiction, metafiction,
magical realism, and graphic
novels.

Favorite Genre: History, classics.

Favorite Book of All Time:
It’s exceedingly difficult to
pick my “favorite book of all
time,” but I am going to go
with Denise Levertov’s volume of poems “Breathing the
Water.” I heard Levertov read
her poetry when I was in
high school, and I bought a
copy of ‘Breathing the Water”
afterward, which she signed.
I took this volume home and
fell in love with her poems
that call readers to attend to
the loveliness of this world

Why? People have been enjoying novels for three hundred years. People see life as a
story. As for history, I like to
know what happened in places in the past.
Favorite Book of All Time:
“The Scarlet Letter.” It’s the
book I know the most about.
I’ve read it over 30 times and
still enjoy it. I identify with its
author. It is historical fiction,
so it bridges my interests.
Currently Reading: “Enriching Our Vision of Reality:

Why? In my reading of both
of these genres, there is something “escapist” (in the sense
that Tolkien develops in “On
Fairy Stories”). My favorite
authors in these categories
tend to be those who recognize that moral choice is difficult but balance the difficulty
with some confidence in or
hope for moral clarity.
Favorite Book of All Time: I
have favorite books in several
genres: in philosophy, HansGeorg Gadamer’s “Truth
and Method” has been really
important to me, for example. My favorite theological
work is probably Herman
Bavinck’s “Reformed Dogmatics.” In fantasy, I’ve returned again and again to
the Narnia Chronicles and to
“The Hobbit” and “The Lord
of the Rings.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

SUBMIT YOUR STORY IDEAS,
FACULTY QUOTES, and COMIC IDEAS
at...
THEBAGPIPE@COVENANT.EDU
or...
@THEBAGPIPE on INSTAGRAM

Dr. Robert Erle Barham
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JESSE WALTER

SEE IT IN
PRINT!

Favorite Series: I’ve really
enjoyed reading the Harry
Potter series to my kids. It’s
been a real pleasure to read
with them, things like “How
to Train Your Dragon” and
books like that.

Prof. Sarah Huffines

Favorite Genre: For lighter
reading, I relax most often
with fantasy or science fiction, sometimes with mysteries.

photo from covenant.edu

the role that going to college
plays in her life and how that
opens up so much for her but
then also forces her to reckon
with her family. It wasn’t the
best thing I ever read, but I
enjoyed it just fine.

selves… students from Covenant work very closely with
both Covenant and West
Brow as a mutual community
benefit.”
West Brow’s fire department
offers weekly training on
Thursday nights. They have
also started a registered volunteer firefighter class which
includes the building fire
certification for the state of
Georgia. West Brow works
with Dade County to have
an Emergency Medical Technician class offered at Covenant for certification purposes. There are many Covenant
students involved in their
first responder program.
Simcox learned of the program through a friend, explaining, “It actually changed
my career choice… I love
every aspect of it. I recognize
there’s a lot of people who
don’t… just try it out. Maybe you don’t love firefighting
or running medical calls, but
it looks fantastic on any resume to have certifications in
a specific environment that
allows you to deal directly with other people for the
community.”

photo from covenant.edu

photo from covenant.edu

Favorite Genre: None! I am
omnivorous in my reading.
Historically, I really love
non-fiction, but I’ll read anything that’s good.
Influential Book in Your Life:
“Pilgrim at Tinker Creek” by
Annie Dillard. It’s non-fiction nature writing, so if anyone’s interested in any kind
of nature writing or essays, I
would usually point them to
Annie Dillard.
Recently Read: “Educated”
by Tara Westover. It’s a memoir about a young woman’s
experience growing up in a
very fundamentalist Mormon household that kind of
lives off-the-grid and then

For Simcox, the West Brow
partnership was a path towards firefighting.
“You have to both apply
your mind and body on the
fire scene, and that’s one of
the most intriguing elements
for me. My first fire, we got
paged out at 12:30 in the
morning. It took us hours...
Sometimes you know the fire
is there and you can’t get to
it,” he said.
The fire and medical com-

Favorite Genre: I tend toward personal essays, memoirs, creative nonfiction, and
detective fiction.
Why? Detective fiction is
great because often it gives
you a tried-and-true formula
and creatively departs from
that same formula.
Favorite Book of All Time:
Maybe Frederick Buechner’s
“Telling the Truth” because it
considers the gospel through
the lens of three literary
genres—and because it has
Buechner’s wonderful voice.
Currently Reading: Chigozie Obioma’s “An Orchestra
of Minorities.” It’s a Nigerian
love story written according
to Igbo cosmology.

partments of West Brow provide students with a practical, hands-on experience in
both fields, pushing students
outside their comfort zone
while also teaching the documentation and checking
off of boxes that come with
the more routine aspects of
the jobs. Each specific field
has different benefits, but the
people who are collectively a
part of the West Brow program for medical and fire response are learning practical
life skills that are vital tools in
any emergency situation.

The West Brow Fire and Rescue Volunteer Fire Department crest
- photo from West Brow Fire & Rescue on Facebook
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VIRGINIA VOTES: ELECTORAL LAWS
AFFECT COVENANT STUDENTS
by Jacob Murdock
In 2016, over a hundred students gathered to watch the
election in Carter Lobby.
With the couches pulled into
a semicircle, there was red
and blue kool-aid offered as
well as candies and informal
political debate. As the night
rounded out, it looked like
Clinton would win the race.
She had more popular votes,
but as we all know, Trump
won the electoral college. For
many students, the question
of what the electoral college
is still rattles around in their
brains. The Virginia House of
Delegates answers: the electoral college is unnecessary.
The Virginia House of Delegates, in an act of protest, has
passed House Bill 177 in a 5146 vote, which will award the
state’s electoral votes to the
winner of the popular vote in
any presidential election.

it will not face too much opposition since Virginia Democrats control both the Senate and the Governor’s office.
If signed into law, Virginia
would join the fifteen other
states who have adopted the
pact.
“Under the compact, Virginia agrees to award its electoral votes to the presidential
ticket that receives the most
popular vote in all 50 states
and the District of Columbia,” states the bill summary.
The summary also states that
“the compact goes into effect when states cumulatively
possessing a majority of the
electoral votes have joined
the compact,” according to
The Hill.

against Democratic candidate and former Vice President Al Gore. Many Democratic candidates, including
Sanders, have cited the problems with a president who
was put over the 270 mark,
but lost the popular vote by
3 million to Hillary Clinton,
according to The Hill.

the Constitution. An amendment would need to be put
into place, which would require two-thirds of the House
and Senate, and about threefourths of the states to support such an amendment.
Advocates on the left and the
right have cited the pros and
cons on the end of the electoral college. Advocates for
the abolition have cited the
disproportionate representation some smaller states have
over more populated ones,
while those against abolition
cite similar disproportions.

While many candidates are
vowing to abolish the electoral college, the change to do
so is an uphill battle, with the
most daunting obstacle being

According to political scientist Gary Gregg, a major systematic overhaul might place
smaller states at a significant
disadvantage.
“Precisely

“This idea that some American citizens should have more
power to choose the president
of the United States, I, frankly, find profoundly offensive,”
says Delegate Mark Levine in
an interview with CNN.

This is not the first time states
have protested the electoral
college. Last year, Colorado
also joined the pact, alongside Hawaii, Maryland, and
New Jersey. The role of the
electoral college has become
a key issue in the 2020 campaign, with Senators Bernie
Sanders and Elizabeth Warren, among others, calling for
the abolition of the 233-yearold institution.

This bill would also be incorporated into the National Popular Vote Interstate
Compact if signed into law.
While the Senate decision to
pass the bill remains relatively unknown, it is highly likely

In the 2000 election, the Supreme Court intervened on
the issue of which candidate
received Florida’s electoral
votes, with George W. Bush
proclaimed the recipient,
topping him at 271 to 266

STUDENT ELECTIONS

the number of senators from
fourteen to fifteen to include
the Multicultural Liaison.

growing pains that will ensue from the growth of the
student body population.”

President, Vice President,
Treasurer, and Communications Director) and Campus Activities Board (CAB)
Director was the first major
election in over four years
to attain over half of the student body vote at 61% student participation. The same
desire exists for this upcoming election, with a repeated
goal of over 50% participation.

That amendment was put to
a ballot and passed by the
student body on November
20th, making the 2020-21
school year the first to have
a Multicultural Liaison to
serve on the Senate.

The responsibility of the Senate is to represent the student body, which is accomplished through the election
of senators to represent its
specific factions— like class
presidents and residence hall
presidents. The Multicultural Liaison will represent
a faction of the body that is
often underrepresented or
unheard.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

On the elections as a whole,
Student Body Vice President Cammie Messer ’21
said, “My hope is that Spring
Elections will bring forth
eager candidates, competitive races, and an unprecedentedly high voter turnout.
My goal is that every race
— every Resident Hall President, Class President, and
the Multicultural Liaison—
would be contested. The vision is to have an engaged
and educated Student Body
that cares about the candidates we are electing.”
Perhaps the most notable
position in this semester’s
election is the newly-created
and first-ever Multicultural
Liaison.
In case you need a refresher,
let’s take a step back in time.
On October 29th, Student
Senate voted unanimously
to propose a constitutional
amendment to the student
body that would increase

Student Body President Erik
Peeples ’20 describes the excitement that surrounds the
position saying, “It’s the first
role that works with another
student program with actual
voting power which is exciting— real things can get
done through this position.”
The Multicultural Liaison is
history in the making by its
very nature. Each senator
has the opportunity to make
their respective position his
or her own, but the Liaison
is uniquely able to shape
this brand-new position into
what it can be in subsequent
years with the support of fellow senators and the Multicultural Program.
The Multicultural Liaison
basically acts as a catalyst,
offering nuanced perspective to the Senate. Peeples
says, “I think this position
will help unify two very distinct but similar programs
for as long as Covenant continues. I think long-term, as
the campus grows, this role
will be needed in helping the
Multicultural Program, Senate, and the administration
understand and alleviate the

what it does is proportionally advantages where people
are, and places where there
are more people become
more important when you’re
counting votes,” he said.
According to Senior Class
President Ian Banks, the
campus leans more apolitical
than most big-name universities. “Most of our professors
do not take explicit stances
on platform issues, let alone
students candidates, and the
student body as a whole is
not very politically involved,”
he said. Banks had tables set
up in Carter Lobby to encourage students to register
to vote. Don’t forget your out
of state ballots, kids!

In the Virginia House of Delegates, Speaker Eileen Filler-Corn (D-Fairfax), center, is escorted to the speaker’s
rostrum during the opening ceremonies of the 2020 Virginia General Assembly at the Capitol in Richmond, VA,
Wednesday, Jan. 8, 2020. (AP Photo/Steve Helber/WFXR TV)

Peeples’ hope for this position is that five years down
the road, the Senate and
Multicultural Program look
different as a result of the
unified front this new position provides.
For those interested in becoming the first-ever Multicultural Liaison, there are
some things you should
know. It is not required for
you to be a member of the
Multicultural
Program,
though you must be approved by its leaders and
you may not be an existing
leader of the program. Once
you receive that approval,
you will participate in the
normal election procedures
thereafter.
If you would like further
information on the decision-making process, the
Senate maintains an archive
of meeting minutes on the
Covenant College website
at the bottom of the Student
Senate’s page that docu-

ment the conversations had
during meetings. You may
also reference a Bagpipe article published on December
5th by Mya Bosgraf titled:
“Student Senate Introduces
a New Position: A Multicultural Liaison.”
Students are invited and
heavily encouraged to attend
the debates on March 23rd
to hear from future representatives about their unique
initiatives and goals for their
respective positions. Students may cast their votes on
March 24th to contribute to
the effort of increasing student participation in elections.
The location of the debates
has yet to be determined, so
follow along on Instagram @
covenantsenate for updates.
Rumor has it (i.e. the Vice
President told me), there will
be Mr. T’s pizza available for
debate attendees.

OOPS!
CORRECTIONS FROM EARLIER
ISSUES:
Issue 68.2: The author of “Appealing Parking Tickets” was
Caelan Freeman, not Mya Bosgraf
Issue 68.3: In the third paragraph of the cover story on President Trump’s impeachment,
Speaker Pelosi ripped a copy of
the President’s State of the Union
Address, not the closing remarks
of his impeachment trial
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WILL’S THOUGHTS
by Will Kirkpatrick
In this week’s edition of “Will’s
Thoughts” we will be looking
into the happenings of the
English Premier League, the
NBA, and MLB spring training.
In the Premier League, the
Tottenham Hotspurs came
off of the newly-introduced
winter break with a thrilling
3-2 win over Aston Villa. Tottenham are currently without their leading man, Harry
Kane, who is out for the rest
of the season with a hamstring
injury. However, the Spurs
somehow managed to pull off
an extra-time winner against a
struggling Villa team. Villa featured a scintillating attack led
by starman, and future Rolling
Stones cover artist, Jack Grealish. They jumped out to a
quick lead over the Spurs with
a Toby Alderweireld own goal.
The Belgian quickly redeemed
himself with a hammering
strike at the other end to level the score at one to one. The
Spurs then jumped into the
lead with a goal by South Korean dynamo Heung-Min Son
right before the half, to make
the score two goals to one.
Villa defender Bjorn Engels
thumped home a header in the
52nd minute to level the score,
but that feat was overshadowed

by Son’s stoppage-time heroics.
Son’s second goal of the night
saw him redeem a through ball
of which Engels had made a
hash in the build-up, ending
the game at three goals to two.
This result saw the Spurs jump
into fifth place, only one point
behind their London rivals,
Chelsea. The Spurs will get a
chance to jump the Blues of
Chelsea in the upcoming week
with the two London giants
clashing on the 22nd of February. Of course, Tottenham will
thrash the Blues back into the
nothingness that they were before 2003.

Basketball is underway! At
least for most of us, because
we can’t all be college athletes,
and the only thing that beats
watching people shoot hoops
is shooting hoops yourself.
This year there will be three
leagues, as is usual: men’s A
and B leagues, and a women’s
league. All leagues are sure to
be competitive, with eternal
glory on the line, and maybe
a t-shirt if the intramural department can work it back into

MLB Commissioner Rob Manfred, who has come under fire over
his handling of the Houston Astros cheating scandal
- photo by Billie Weiss / Boston Red Sox / Forbes

The only thing I will say
about the NBA is that the allstar game was awesome. The
fourth quarter had “get out of
your seat” levels of excitement,
but it could have done with a
whole lot more Nikola Jokic.
It’s certainly a questionable decision by Frank Vogel to leave
the greatest basketball player since…well ever…on the
bench in crunch time.
Baseball is getting back into
the swing of things with pitchers and catchers reporting to
camps early last week, but all
of this is overshadowed by the
league’s ineptitude in handling
the Houston Astros cheating scandal. The scandal has
been the only talking point

VARSITY
JV
INTRAMURALS!
by Nate Plating

among teams and news reports
throughout the country, who
have been bemoaning the lenient punishment doled out by
MLB commissioner Rob Manfred. In other news, the Atlanta Braves are freaking stacked.
They are going to win 100
games and destroy the New
York Yankees in the World Series four games to zilch. That’s
my take; come back to it in October and marvel in its majesty.

the budget.
The women’s league finds itself
stacked, with eight teams registered. One game into the season, the standings have a clear
split down the middle—half
the teams 1-0 and the other
half 0-1. The Big Ballerz sit atop
the standings with a +17 point
differential after a resounding
defeat over the 3C Purple Bæbies. We’ll see if they can maintain their position atop the
standings. The women’s league
also comes in strong this sea-

Tottenham’s Son Heung-min strikes past Aston Villa keeper Pepe Reina, following an
error by Villa defender Bjorn Engels - photo by AFP, via Getty Images / Daily Mail

son with some excellent team
names, such as: Bo-Time and
Hoops i did it again. It should
be a fun season, so make sure
you make your way to Ashe to
cheer some teams on.
Men’s B league is also coming
out strong with 10 teams. Two
teams sit atop the standings
with a marginal point differential: BBB 2.0 and Little workers. Little workers put a beat
down on their building neighbors, Men of 2C, and followed
that up by squeaking out a win
against Chris Barnette’s Tots.
BBB 2.0 grabbed a solid forfeit
win (or they hit one free-throw
then allowed no more points
to be scored). They followed
this up with a smackdown on
AWB, 45-16. There are plenty
of games left though, so we’ll
see how these teams manage.
Men’s A league brings 4 teams
into the start of the season, due
to the utter prowess necessary

to compete in the league. Shelby Allen sits atop the standings with 2 wins, the first a
close one versus Chain Gang
and the other a mercy rule
beatdown of BBB. All three of
these teams have put together complete squads ready to
compete. However, Staff Squad
only has 3 rostered players, and
has made it clear they are not
welcoming free agents. Somebody better let them know a
basketball game takes at least
five players! A league is sure to
be an exciting time, but most
importantly, a fun time.
If you ever find yourself bored
on a Monday through Thursday night, march on down to
Ashe and take in what could
be a surprisingly impressive
or thoroughly unimpressive
display of basketball talent, but
always an impressive display of
having fun. We hope to see you
there.

FACULTY
QUOTE
“Right, so,
it’s about that
time.”
- Dr. Barham

Women’s intramural basketball - photo from covenant.edu
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EVERYBODY LOVES
BONG
by Hudson Barber
When asked by Vulture why
he thought no Korean film
had ever been nominated for
an Academy Award, director
Bong Joon-ho replied, “It’s
a little strange, but it’s not a
big deal. The Oscars are not
an international film festival.
They’re very local.” On February 9, Bong Joon-ho became
a local historical legend with
his film “Parasite,” the first foreign-language film to win Best
Picture and the first Korean
film to ever land a nomination.
In spite of all signs pointing to
Sam Mendes’ “1917” snagging
the award, Joon-ho’s film won
not only the night’s top prize,
but also Best International
Feature, Best Director, and
Best Original Screenplay, making Joon-ho the second person
in history to personally win
four Oscars on the same night.
He’s kind of a big deal.
““Parasite” has dealt a
much-needed slap to the
American film industry’s narcissism, its long-standing love
affair with itself, its own product and its own image,” wrote
Justin Lang of the LA Times.
“It has startled the Academy
into recognizing that no country’s cinema has a monopoly
on greatness…And in a year
of unwelcome resurgence for
#OscarsSoWhite, especially in
the acting categories, the sight
of actors Song Sang Ho, Park
So Dam, Choi Woo Shik, Lee

Jong Eun and other members
of the “Parasite” cast and crew
taking the stage was nothing
less than a balm— and a sign,
perhaps, that the Academy’s
efforts to diversify its ranks
and become a truly global institution are having an imperfect but measurable effect.”
I don’t think I’m out of line
when I say this year’s Oscars
may very well be the most important ceremony since the 1st
Academy Awards in 1929. For
too long has the Academy and
Hollywood at large ignored the
artistic contributions of international artists. While women
and people of color have long
struggled to receive the recognition they deserve, international writers, directors, and
actors have struggled more.
Hollywood loves nothing
more than to congratulate itself, so handing out the night’s
biggest award to an outsider,
especially one that required
a translator to deliver his acceptance speeches, is nothing
short of groundbreaking. Even
Alfonso Cuarón’s 2018 film
“Roma,” which received 10
nominations at last year’s ceremony (the most of the night
alongside “The Favourite”),
was unable to claim the top
prize, settling for the first foreign Best Director win.
“If the Academy allows, I’d like
to get a Texas chainsaw, split
the Oscar trophy and share it
with all of you” Joon-ho told
his fellow nominees, adding,

“Thank you, I am ready to
drink tonight. I will drink until next morning.” While it’s
unclear if the director actually managed to drink for ten
hours straight, what is clear is
that the Oscar is deservedly his
and his alone, and the fact that
he cited both Quentin Tarantino and Martin Scorsese as
influences to his work proves
how global the film business
has truly become. Finally, we
are beginning to see the old
guard surrender to the new,
and Joon-ho has ridden that
wave all the way to Oscar glory.
And it’s not just in America
that Joon-ho has found acceptance. In addition to winning
the top prize at Cannes, he has
also been lauded not only by
the South Korean filmmaking
community, but politicians as
well. Upon “Parasite’s” release,
Joon-ho’s longstanding feud
with conservative politicians
resurfaced. Some slammed
it as a “‘commie’ flick not
worth watching,” in line with
the director’s previous efforts
which were “anti-American,”
spread “left-wing messages,” and worst of all depicted
“government incompetence.”
Now, these same politicians
have proposed that a Bong
Joon-ho museum and statue
be erected in his home city
of Daegu, which may rename
the streets in the filmmaker’s
honor. When asked to give
a statement on the matter, a
spokesperson for the far-right
Liberty Korea party commented, ““Parasite” has written new
history. This is a monumental
achievement that spread the
power of South Korean movies
and culture to the world.”

SMALL PARCELS: A LOOK AT
J. BRADLEY ADAMS’ EXHIBIT
by Ellie Brown
Hanging on the walls of the
Kresge Art Gallery are drawings that you might find in
your own notebook, ones that
you absentmindedly doodled
during class or chapel. These
colorful, obsessive, tiny pieces
are the work of J. Bradley Adams, and they are a part of his
show titled “garden 321: mensura.” The artist’s own explanation of his work and his process is deeply philosophical.
Adams specifically draws on
Michel Foucault and his idea
of a heterotopia, or a space

that has multiple purposes and
uses.
Adams’ artist statement begins
with a quote from Foucault’s
essay “On Other Spaces,”
which reads: “The garden is
the smallest parcel of the world
and then it is the totality of the
world.”
Adams’ drawings are a representation of the heart of this
quote. He made them between
2012 and 2019 during a time
when he was not able to be in
the studio very often, but still
needed an outlet to process

DAY OF PRAYER WITH
MARK PERRY
by Hannah Pulliam
To close out Day of Prayer,
Mark Perry ‘20 gave a concert
in Carter Lobby. An intimate
but eager group of students
drank the last of the apple cider and surrounded the piano,
sitting on the gathered chairs,
couches, and cushions on the
floor. The concert setting was
cozy, with lots of interaction
between artist and listeners,
which provided an unique experience for the concertgoers
and for those walking to the
Blink who stopped to listen.
Perry’s set included a variety

of songs, primarily written
during his time as a music
major at Covenant. The first
section of the concert featured
songs meditating on Scriptural truths. “It Goes On” and
“Temporarily” are based on
Dr. Kelly Kapic’s chapel lectures on finitude. “One Thing”
is a humorous take on 1 Corinthians 13, complete with a kazoo solo. His setting of “Psalm
1” has been heard in chapel
before and has been recorded
with Marie Bowen ‘20 singing
harmony.
The second portion of Perry’s set held songs written for

the things that he was thinking about. They became like
tiny gardens, small heterotopias, where Adams’ ideas were
at once contained and yet not
willing to be harnessed completely.
For Adams, these drawings
were an outlet, but they were
also just an enjoyable pastime.
“It was a form of play, in a way,”
he said in his artist talk. He
went on to say that these drawings were a series of experiments in which he tried out
patterns with his non-dominant hand or focused on the

Covenant’s annual Mountain
Affair competition. Several of
them made it to the Mountain Affair stage, such as last
semester’s “Orpheus” or 2017’s
“Orbits of the Extraordinary.”
However, Perry also played
songs that he auditioned but
were never before heard on
stage, like “Envy,” which will
be presented at his senior recital in April.
Perry finished the concert with
songs from his upcoming concept album “Leaden Fellow.”
He hosted a successful Kickstarter concert for his album
in late October. The album has
already been released in its entirety to his Kickstarter backers. Due to this and the overlap in attendance between his
two concerts, many of the listeners on Day of Prayer knew
the songs and felt free to sing

America has been behind the
curve in terms of honoring
international talent. France,
Germany, and Italy (with the
Cannes, Berlin, and Venice
film festivals) have long managed to honor “foreign” talent, including oft-overlooked
Asian talent. Finally, the Academy is starting to understand
that, as Joon-ho says, “Once
you overcome the one-inchtall barrier of subtitles, you
will be introduced to so many
more amazing films.” American audiences, perhaps more
resistant to subtitles than any
other country, are beginning
to recognize this as well.
As of February 19, “Parasite”
has grossed over $45 million
at the box office, making it
the fourth-highest grossing
foreign language film of all

time. It had a steep road to get
there. For comparison, “Sonic the Hedgehog” opened on
Valentine’s day in 4,167 theaters. “Parasite” opened in just
three, and only expanded to its
current number of 2,000 after
sweeping the Oscars. To put
this achievement into perspective, the last international film
to make it into 2000 theaters
was “Kung Fu Hustle” in 2005.
All this to say, Bong Joon-ho
might be the most important
filmmaker on the planet right
now. Not only has he managed to break down barriers by
sweeping awards ceremonies
across the globe, he has now
won Hollywood’s famously-insular top prize. Cultural
moments like this don’t come
very often. Don’t miss out on
the Bong hit: Go see “Parasite.”

“Parasite” cast members with director Bong Joon-ho, center back
- photo by Josh Telles/Deadline

texture of the paper as it met
his pen.
His inspiration came from
what he called “a range of armatures,” or a variety of pegs
for his ideas to hang on, if only
temporarily. They included
things like “grids, biological
models like cancer growth, the
Fibonacci series, or random
motions. As such, the drawings engage with the notion of
gardens in a more metaphorical sense, and allow for the examination of various manifestations of controlled nature.”
The scale of his pieces is fascinating as well. They draw the
viewer toward them, inviting them to interact with the
pieces at close range, rather
than pushing the viewer away.
In this way, Adams is play-

along and harmonize, contributing to the intimate dynamic
of the evening. The audience
even called for an encore at the
end: “Pink Lemonade,” a fan
favorite from “Leaden Fellow.”
As a chapel worship leader and
member of Covenant’s Jazz
Ensemble and Chamber Choir,
Perry has exhibited versatility
as a musician during his college years. In his own songs,
his range is also on display. His
music often has unexpected
chord progressions, and idioms from jazz, folk, and other
singer/songwriters find a home
in his style. As a poet, he writes
with great sensitivity, vulnerability, and a healthy amount of
puns. Even though not all of
the songs he performed to end
Day of Prayer were explicitly
“Christian” in content, his art
was a testament to the good-

ing with another heterotopic
place: museums. The conception surrounding museums is
that the viewer is not allowed
to interact with the art other
than by looking at it.
Adams’ pieces ask the viewer
to come closer and see themselves in the small shapes and
lines. The tension between the
fact that these pieces are hanging in a gallery space, which is
usually untouchable, and the
fact that they are something
the viewer themselves could
have done, is actually an invitation, rather than something
exclusive. It asks the viewer
to come closer and see themselves in the art, to consider
themselves an artist, rather
than elevating the common
until it is out of their reach.

ness of God and the gifts that
He has given his children. The
delight of making and hearing
music that speaks truth was a
fitting end to a day of meditation on the blessings of God in
the Covenant community.
Mark Perry can be found under the artist name lead+fellow and will be releasing his
debut album “Leaden Fellow”
incrementally this semester on
Spotify and other streaming
platforms. He can be supported on Instagram under “leadnfellow” or through merch such
as t-shirts and physical CD
copies. He will also be giving
a senior recital showcasing his
music compositions on April
21st, with a reception to follow.
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Ein Tropfen in einem Teich
- A drop in a Pond
by Emily Brauer
Ich habe in den letzten zwei Jahren ein
paar Fotos gemacht.
Grüne Bäume, kristallklare blaue Seen,
Überfüllte Straßen und Leere Strassen.
Meine Füße haben viele Länder bereist,
Wir sind wirklich eins in einer Million,
ein Tropfen in einem Teich.

In the last two years I have taken
some photos.
Green trees, crystal clear, blue lakes,
Overcrowded streets and empty streets
My feet have traveled many countries
We truly are one in a million,
A drop in a pond.

Bíonn daoine níos fearr i gcónaí,
nuair nach bhfuil aithne agat orthu.
Déanann na Gearmánaigh gáire,
Nach bhfuil gach Meiriceánaigh saille,
Tá brón an domhain ar na hÉireannaigh
freisin.

People are always better,
where you don’t know them.
The Germans do laugh,
not all Americans are fat.
Sadness overwhelms the Irish too.

Se que nunca he vivido allí, pero el español
ha sido mi favorito para hablar,
Es un baile,
Mujeres de cabello oscuro con faldas rojas,
Un toro - ¡Olé!
Tapas a la nueve,
Muchas gracias y buenos noches.

I know I have never lived there, but Spanish
has been my favourite language to speak,
It is a dance,
Dark-haired women in red skirts,
A bull - ¡Olé!
Tapas at nine,
Many thanks, and good night.

Language, it connects us all.
Another way to be known,
Another way to be understood,
Beyond our own.
There’s nothing quite like it,
Hearing your other tongue,
In a country full of strangers,
Where all language is one.

THE SPOKEN WORD:
THE GOSPEL OF MARK
by Jem Davenport
The ancient art of storytelling
is a tradition that has withstood the trials and storms
of time. Great epics such as
“The Iliad” and “The Odyssey” were not made to be
read but spoken. Milton’s
“Paradise Lost” is transcribed
from the very words John
Milton spoke, because illness took his sight from him.
We tell ghost stories by the
campfire, and I don’t know if
anyone really knows why. It’s
just what you do. That’s why
we still put on plays, perform
spoken word. Words carry a
different weight when they
are spoken aloud as opposed
to processed mentally.
Picture this now. The stage
in Sanderson 215 is well-lit,
no special spotlights or colored LEDs. The stage floor itself is completely bare, black
curtains drawn shut in the
background. A man steps
out, clad in a nice plaid shirt,
slacks, and polished dress
shoes. Drew Archer is not
a tall man; there is nothing
particularly striking about his
appearance. Then he speaks.
His words paint an almost
tangible picture of the story
we know so well. The story
he tells, however, is slightly
different from what most of
us probably grew up hearing.
Drew uses the same words
that are read in the Bible but
the way he uses his voice to
speak these words into life is
what gives them new meaning.

Your head perks up, a twinkle in your eye,
When you hear another speaker pass you
by.
“Morgen! Wie gehts? Woher kommen Sie?”
They spin around, delighted, to talk to me.
Just a small exchange, a brief camaraderie,
A taste of home from a complete stranger,
you see.

In my experience, it often
happens that people forget Jesus was human. He didn’t sin
but he suffered temptations,
and Drew conveyed that by

What joy expressed, words can’t contain,
A sliver of hope among all the pain.
That longing that’s masked by frivolous
desires,
Like Milka and Guiness and irrelevant
Spires.

using his voice in a way that
allowed people to “see” that
aspect of his life. Additionally, the way Drew spoke with
the slightest inflections when
he was quoting the disciples
portrayed Jesus’ apostles almost as a group of lost, confused, and often whiny teenagers.
In the after-show Q&A session, an audience member
asked Drew why he chose
Mark to memorize. He jokingly responded with, “It’s the
shortest one...John is the second shortest and it takes over
two hours.” He went on to say
that he enjoyed Mark because
it was Peter’s gospel and Peter
was such a good example of
what Christianity is: he was a
fool but he loved Jesus. Only
at Covenant College would
we get a guest speaker who
called Peter a “straight-up
fool.” He added that he likes
how “Mark is so action-oriented. It’s different stylistically from the others.”
Drew Archer, an actor-turned-pastor, has performed solo dramatizations
of God’s Word across churches, schools, and campuses
throughout the United States.
Not often do we get to hear
the gospels spoken in such
a way that illustrates the life
of Jesus before our very eyes.
Movies and TV shows, plays
and musicals, these are all
vessels of storytelling. You
don’t always need CGI or costumes or props to tell a story
well, to illustrate your words
in a way that your audience
can see. Sometimes all you
need is a well-lit stage, your
own two hands, your own
two feet, a musical voice, and
a faith larger than life.

6 years I haven’t been able to say,
“Come to my home, visit, and stay.”
I’m not looking for pity,
or some sort of grief.
Just contemplating what,
in my life’s been chief.

Drew Archer performs “The Gospel of Mark”
- photo from TheaTheos, Ponce Presbyterian Church

I love language,
The complexity expressed,
but sometimes,
A look can say it the best.
“A shared nod between 2 friends can say,
I’m with you forever, to my last day.”
It can also mean,“hey. what’s up? we cool?””
Or, “no way I’m talking to you, ya fool!”
So, yeah, I’d say language is helpful,
A connecting tool,
To say things like,
“Für immer, y siempre, táim leat, ya fool.”
(Forever and always, I’m with you, ya fool).

illustrations by Diana Valeanu, absurd.design
- available under Creative Commons

In addition to his theatrical work, Archer is an assistant pastor at Ponce
Presbyterian Church - photo from TheaTheos, Ponce Presbyterian Church
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A DEFENSE OF MIDDLE-SCHOOL
FICTION BOOKS
by Henri Lowe
Last night, I was in the library.
Contrary to the general state
of affairs, none of my friends
was sitting at our favorite table, so I meandered through
the sections, haphazardly perusing the children’s fiction
section in the far corner, behind the shelves.
I say haphazardly, but I meant
to end up here. I usually do—
it’s the same in bookstores,
where I begin among my
preferred literary darlings,
the Donna Tartts and Oscar
Wildes, and migrate into the
Harry Potters and the Artemis Fowls and Percy Jacksons.
It’s the strangest mixture of
books, in the children’s section of the library, a constellation of my childhood and
middle-school experiences:
wizards, djinn, geniuses; the
boy who fell into a world
below New York; the quirky
sixth-grade trivia team; the
boy riding the unicorn and
reciting an ancient rune; the
Christmases at Hogwarts,
poring over chapters rich
with cozy description.
Somehow, these are the texts
that have embedded themselves the most deeply in my
mind. Random, innocuous
phrases send me spinning
back into the pages I wore
down with rereading as a
middle-schooler. Fragments
of conversations and certain
words conjoined remind me

of that prophecy that I’ve
somehow still got memorized, while that particular
joke sounds like that thing
Fred and George said in the
first “Harry Potter” book.
Though I’m quick to inform
people that I read Greek
myths before “Percy Jackson,” a reference to particular
aspects of Greek mythology
still rings of middle-school
quests.

tion—they’ve only receded
slightly into the background
of my mind.

I consume pages on pages of
academic fare every semester, yet still, as a twenty-one
year old, I feel most comfortable in the middle-school
fiction section of any library
or bookstore. I’ve theorized
that, perhaps, my comfort
with these old, middle-grade
books is merely habit. I’m
most familiar with them;
thus, I’m most comfortable
with them.

These stories are, though, I
contend, more vital than my
academic reading. These are
the works that taught me to
think, to imagine; these are
the works that introduced me
to characters I would still say
that I know intimately. Rather
than treating them as guilty
pleasures or nostalgia trips,
I ought to be more willing
to acknowledge them as the
texts I find most integral to
my thought and to the ways
in which my mind works. I
find both solace and intellectual stimulation in fiction—
the literary fiction I read and
write now stems from the
fantasy I read as a child.

But there’s still a pull to middle-grade fiction, I think,
beyond its familiarity. These
stories comprised a hefty
amount of my childhood;
they aided in cultivating my
imagination; they became
foundational for the ways in
which I perceived the world;
and, thus, they’re reluctant to
be shaken.
I don’t think we give such stories enough credit, and I don’t
think we read them enough.
Instead of becoming displaced by the academic reading I’ve been doing for years
now—the collegiate texts that
demand most of my atten-

Despite this reality, I still call
them ‘children’s books’ in polite company, with a little grin
that admits that I’m alluding
to my childhood, and using
them as some sort of tool to
refresh my mind for whatever more pressing reading I
have due tomorrow.

Academia, while a world in
which I have a personal stake,
is not the world in which I
find myself primarily invested. Instead, for years, I have
interacted most comfortably
with words, stories, worlds,
and fiction. The two are often
considered bleakly disparate,
yet I’ve found that the two
necessarily intertwine. My
academics inform my fiction;
my fiction informs my aca-

IT’S OKAY TO SAY “I DON’T KNOW”
by Abbs Kern
We live in a world that is consistently, if not constantly,
asking for our thoughtful reflections on life. More specifically, we are compelled to engage with issues that pertain
largely to prevalent moral
and ethical issues that cause
divisions amongst those
within the church, as well as
causing tensions with those
outside of it (e.g., presidential politics, health care, economics, etc). Living under
an expectation of needing to
have the right thing to say at
the drop of a hat, and of being well informed at all times,
can make you feel like you are
drowning.
These expectations are, perhaps increasingly, becoming
like a pressure cooker that is
reaching a boiling point within the world of academia. It
seems as though there is a
growing imperative to have
the ability to engage in a discourse on the previously referenced topics, along with a
plethora of others, and each
side of an argument is dedicated to scathingly scrutinizing the other’s point of view
and deeming it to be morally
reprehensible. To be disengaged or on the outskirts of

such conversations is to be
written off as someone who
at best, does not care, or at
worst, is politically incorrect,
ignorant, and lacking in compassion.
It is possible that much of
this pressure is a result of the
ceaseless outpouring of information and having news
at the tap of a finger. If we
have access to the proposed
policies of presidential candidates and potential healthcare plans, how could we
refrain from having an opinion? It seems that we are always just moments and apps
away from the raging arguments of peers on the matters
at hand. And the pressure is
not unwarranted - many of
the issues at hand have the
potential a great impact on
our lives and futures - for our
benefit or detriment.
The majority of the issues
on which we are expected
to have an educated opinion
have a great depth of detail
and contain multiple complex facets. I believe that we
should acquaint ourselves
with and educate ourselves
on the things that we think
matter. Until I am well-read
on a subject and can support
my reasoning for giving an

opinion, I am uncomfortable
laying claim to one side of
an argument. I would rather
admit my indifference while
expressing my desire to become better informed on the
subject than give lukewarm
participation in a movement
that I do not have details on.
It seems foolish to verbally commit to a standpoint
simply for the sake of having an opinion. Presidential
candidates are more than
just “leftist” Democrats and
“right-wing”
Republicans.
Economics has more to it
than government spending
and tax revenue. I am not
writing to express my own
views or leanings on such
moral and ethical issues;
rather I hope to give encouragement that admitting one
is not educated on a subject,
or lacks the level of information necessary to have a
well-constructed opinion, is
not necessarily an inherently
negative place to find oneself. Nor is it an indication
that one is being unfaithful
to their calling as a Christian
voter and citizen.
I find that more and more I
am convicted to speak truth
in humility concerning this
matter: I often am simply

demics. The two cannot be
isolated into the ‘serious’ and
the ‘frivolous,’ or the ‘childish’
and the ‘adult.’
Such a separation betrays
an over-analyticism of academia, and an imposed solemnity that oughtn’t be attributed to academic study.
The whimsical or fictional
needn’t become serious to be

lends it credence as a foundation for our perception of the
world.
Naturally, when I speak of
lenses, I acknowledge that
every reader of this paper has
a different lens with which
they approach both academia
and the wider world of experience. Fiction need not
and should not be everyone’s

“The two are often considered
bleakly disparate, yet I’ve found
that the two necessarily intertwine. My academics inform my
fiction; my fiction informs my
academics. The two cannot be
isolated into the ‘serious’ and
the ‘frivolous’ or the ‘childish’
and the ‘adult.’”
treated academically; rather, whimsy, fiction, and academia ought to correspond,
as weighty, legitimate facets
of the human experience.
They compose parts of our
constellation of experience—
that which we feel, touch,
perceive, know, and study.
Fiction is that which we encounter, as beings and as humans, and that which shapes
us as we shape it. Fiction,
like other facets of academic
study, offers a lens through
which we experience the
world; yet, I argue, it penetrates the nature of reality
and of the human experience
in an intimate manner that

not informed or educated enough to have a strong
opinion on matters concerning public policy, healthcare,
and beyond. I may have a
surface knowledge of these
subjects, and my framework
for thinking about such
things certainly informs my
knee-jerk reaction to an issue. Our initial convictions
toward issues are important,
and our fundamental beliefs
should certainly underlie an
argument that we give for
an opinion we possess. But I
would argue that these reactions are meant to be lenses
through which to view current societal issues.
We must not rely on the assumption that we can glean
all the facts we need from
our belief system. While integral to shaping our opinions,
our doctrinal leanings do
not supply details on current
proposals for public policy,
economic developments, or
plans for the future of healthcare. And while we may
have unlimited access to the
sources necessary to develop
well-educated opinions on
these subjects, in an increasingly busy world, it is not
always possible to be properly informed at all times. Or
perhaps if it is possible, it is
not always in the best interest
of the individual to expend
energy on yet another thing
when life is already causing

foundation of perception;
however, I want to offer it as
a legitimate foundation, both
for those who work within
and outside of the realm of
literature.
For those who think fiction an
unlikely contender as a foundation of their perception, I
encourage you to nonetheless
venture into that section of
the library. Rather than being a bygone, middle-school
phase or guilty pleasure, view
fiction as a way to perceive
and experience the world.
Let’s add stories to the repertoire of ways in which we
unashamedly and openly experience reality.

their plate to overflow.
It is sometimes necessary to
choose momentary silence
over being up to date on recent amendments to public
policies or the outcomes of
recent debates. I am not encouraging us towards or advocating for ignorance. Issues
such as politics, economics,
and healthcare are important.
I do believe that part of being faithful means dedicating
time to educating ourselves
with the purpose of drawing conclusions and forming
opinions that we find to be
morally and ethically upright.
But as finite humans with
limited capacities, there are
times when we must choose
the amount of information
we take in. There are seasons
when it is appropriate to acknowledge that the onslaught
of information is too much.
It is okay, and perhaps in
some cases, more faithful, to
say “You know what, I don’t
really think I’m informed
enough to have an opinion
on this matter.” In time, by
giving ourselves grace and
not placing a deadline on being informed, we can move
toward a place of being well
versed on the issues we find
to be most fundamental to
how Christ calls us to interact with humanity and with
the world around us.
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ON PLATFORM-BASED
VOTING: A RESPONSE
by Dustin Hayes
Truth 1: I have a multicultural
background and have a heart
for racial reconciliation, especially among God’s people.
Truth 2: I desire a society in
which every citizen, regardless
of ethnic identity, is afforded
economic mobility while being treated with dignity and
respect.
Truth 3: I was raised by a single mother and desire a society
that honors women and gives
them economic opportunities.

to a real problem.
Yet, in the midst of this task,
he does more. He paints the
Republican Party into a box
I refuse to accept. He seems
to create a false dichotomy, in
which we can either vote prolife while being aligned with
several other moral failures,
or vote on the side of a more
just platform that has a single
moral failing—abortion—or at
least substantially fewer noteworthy moral failings than the
Republican platform.

The current domain of political conversation seems to
imply that these first six statements—I could have listed
more—cannot possibly coexist with the final one. David
Kraus’s article concerning single-issue voters in the last issue
seems to stand within this line
of thinking.

This is where my contention
lies—he seems to have an idea
of the Republican Party that is
based on poorly derived stereotypes, which would hardly
constitute a problem if it wasn’t
a common mistake. I find his
treatment of Republicans to be
uncharitable and, since I am
a registered Republican, I am
concerned for the relational
implications that are entailed
by these stereotypes about voters and politicians alike. I have
talked with David and he has
stated that his depiction “is
not a description of the Republican electorate, but of the
party establishment and politicians themselves.” My first
response is that I do not think
his article adequately expresses
this distinction. I also think his
assumption makes the error of
creating too great of a divide
between the Republican voters
and their representatives. The
establishment and politicians
are not completely distinct
from their voters, though they
may be caricatures of the voters they represent.

I agree that single-issue voting
is problematic, yet many conservative Christian voters that
I know, myself included, do not
take this single-issue approach
to voting. David acknowledges
this and states that he is only
writing to single-issue voters,
and he does so in a compelling
way that gives valuable insight

David states, “the world in
which the Republican party gets their way is a utopia
for white, wealthy Americans
who prefer ethnic homogeneity in their communities.” I am
forced to ask David if he has
listened to many Republicans
about their desires for society.
I don’t know any Republican

Truth 4: I was raised poor on
welfare and believe that ministry to the poor is a matter of
obedience and faithfulness to
the commands of Scripture.
Truth 5: I believe that climate
change is occurring and that
we should be proactive about
limiting our negative impact
on the environment.
Truth 6: I think good healthcare should be accessible to as
many people as possible.
Truth 7: I generally identify as
and will be voting Republican
this year.

DANDELIONS: MORE
THAN A WEED
by Jenna Donet
As the spring months approach
and the flowers begin to bud,
the continual controversy pops
from the melting snow. Is there
a natural goodness in dandelions? Are they beautiful flowers? Or are they perched on
lawns, little beacons of uncontrolled growth that lie within
the bed of the earth? I took it
upon myself to find out.
After searching the great wide
internet web, I have come to a
number of conclusions about
dandelions and the threat they
pose to our immaculate suburban lawns. In the words of an
anonymous Covenant College
student ‘21, “Dandelions are
weeds. As an owner of a lawn
maintenance business, whenever I see a dandelion sprout,
I am not only grieved, but also
reminded of sin. In the same
way sin is indicative of an
underlying greater problem,
this invasive species always
has more sinister intentions
beneath the grass. It needs to
be stopped.” These bold and
controversial words resonate

profoundly with a number of
individuals, I am sure, which
is why I found it pertinent to
discuss the concept of a dandelion as a whole.
First, a bit of background. The
name ‘dandelion’ is thought
to be derived from the French
“dent de lion” which means
‘lion’s tooth.’ This refers to the
jagged edges of the leaves of
the dandelion plant. The scientific name, Taraxacum officinale, has Persian roots, which
is thought to be because dandelions are actually native to
another part of the world: Eurasia. In this part of the world,
over one thousand years ago,
dandelions were being used
for medicinal properties and
nutrition. Brought to other
parts of the world at various
times, it is thought the intention behind its relocation was
to take the benefits of the dandelion with the traveler.
But, horror of horrors, the dandelion spread rapidly. The idea
of an invasive species is not
foreign to many of our readers,
so I won’t go into much detail

voters who stand for this. David’s portrayal is a common
one: it is the idea that Republicans do not care about the
poor, do not care about the climate, do not wish to advance
the rights of women, and are
in some way racist (implied
by his comment about a white
utopia of ethnic homogeneity).
The depiction of the Republican Party that seems to be present in David’s article is one that
is commonly created through
a general attitude of cynicism
that accuses Republicans of
malice for what appear to me
to be benign statements of fact
or opinion, or maybe even
statements that are wrong but
not malicious. The other possible mistake is stretching the
actual malicious statements of
some to be representative of
everyone within the platform.
Of course, Republicans do the
same to Democrats and should
equally repent of such hasty attribution.

question.
The real agenda for most Republicans is not to withhold
money from the poor. Furthermore, it is not that they
want segregation, or that they
want people to be sick and
die, or that they want to repeal
women’s rights; rather, they
want to make sure that America remains a free and just society. It is not that Republicans
necessarily do not care about
the issues that Democrats frequently address, but that they
either do not believe the narratives that the Democratic Party tells us concerning current
problems, or, if they do believe
those narratives, they do not
believe that the Democratic
Party has enduring solutions
to these issues. This is where I
find myself.
With each of the above-mentioned issues, I am either convinced the Democrats have
misdiagnosed the problem

fered by the Republican Party
over that of the Democratic
candidates. Of course, here is
the real misfortune of the voters like me who may make up
a smaller class of Republican
voters—I disagree substantially with Democrats and only
moderately with Republicans.
I fully agree with no one.
My last comment is this: if I
were reduced down to a single issue, it would be the issue
of maintaining a free society.
I believe that the Democratic
Party poses a serious threat to
this maintenance, and many of
my fellow Republicans agree
and are more concerned with
this issue than that of abortion.
The difference is this single-issue of freedom has far more
implications for society. It also
entails enough consequences
to justify a single-issue voting
stance. I do not believe that
this distinct type of single-issue voting was covered by David’s argument.

“The real agenda for most Republicans is not to withhold
money from the poor. Furthermore, it is not that they want
segregation, or that they want people to be sick and die, or
that they want to repeal women’s rights; rather, they want to
make sure that America remains a free and just society....
If I were reduced down to a single issue, it would be the issue
of maintaining a free society.”

This points to a much deeper
issue than I am able to address
in a short Bagpipe article, but
it is worth reflecting on how
uncharitable we have become
when it comes to interpreting the words, positions, and
policies of other fellow image-bearers. It is one thing to
think that a person is wrong;
it is another to charge them
with malice, racism, sexism,
and other forms of hatred because they disagree with you.
I think this may be part of the
issue that is at the heart of my
discomfort with the article in
about that; however, one of
the most hated aspects of the
dandelion is how rapidly the
seeds are spread. A dandelion
sprouts as that characteristic
bright yellow flower we know
so well, but after a few days, it
closes up and lies seemingly
dormant. Yet during this time,
it is actually transforming into
the alter-ego dandelion: the
seed head. These seeds can be
carried great distances by the
wind, and grow quickly and
easily. For this reason, dandelions are commonly referred to
as weeds.
Merriam-Webster dictionary
defines a weed as “a plant that
is not valued where it is growing and is usually of vigorous
growth.” Having already considered the way dandelions
grow, the final remaining question is why is this plant not valued? Emily Upton of “Today I
Found Out” writes that weeds
“can hurt the surrounding
plants by depriving them of
sunshine and nutrients in the
soil,” as well as being incredibly difficult to get rid of entirely. Dandelions are of a group
called the “broad-leaf weeds,”
suggesting the large leafy part
and coarse root system beneath the surface, which can
change the appearance of a
lawn as well as pose a difficulty
in uprooting.

or that they are naïve in their
solutions; more frequently, I
think they are guilty of a combination of the two. Since I reject their diagnoses, I do not
believe that the just society
that David believes he is voting for will be the final result
of their policies.
I do not agree with everything
stated by Republican politicians and do not necessarily
think certain ones should be
in office, but I stand in more
substantial agreement with
the overall narrative of societal problems and solutions of-

All things considered, it seems
to me that the only ones deciding what a weed is and
isn’t is ourselves. I think we
should be making more of an
effort to value the plants that
are around us. If not simply
for the sentimental value of
dandelions, as many have expressed nostalgia over dandelion blooms, dandelions actually offer unbelievable benefits.
A wine can be made from the
head of the dandelion, while
the leaves are high in Vitamin
K, and the roots can brew a
bitter drink similar to coffee.
Dandelions have also been
linked to reducing inflammation, lowering blood pressure,
aiding indigestion, boosting
the immune system, and more.
Not only that, but dandelions also increase biodiversity,
are an important food source
for wildlife, and have actually

Even with both of our voices,
there is still much to be said
from both sides. My desire is
not to persuade someone to
vote a particular way. What I
do desire is a domain of discourse that is charitable towards both our neighbors and
our those we are inclined to
consider our enemies. These
issues are much more complex
than they seem, and both parties stand for much more than
we tend to give them credit for
when we stand on one side of
the aisle.

been shown to improve soil
conditions.
In my opinion, I think we
place too high a value on the
outward appearance of things.
Perhaps dandelions may cause
a lawn to not look smoothly
manicured, but these strong
plants offer so much more.
Farmers spend billions of dollars every year trying to reduce
weeds, and I wonder what
might occur if we simply accepted their presence. Johnny
Caryopsis of naturenorth.com
sums his views of dandelions
up with this quote, that I quite
like: “The war on dandelions
is a war we cannot win…And
remember, it’s just a little plant,
it’s not the second coming of
Satan.” Dandelions bring joy.
If you really want to remove
them from your landscape
then use them to boil tea and
boost your immune system.
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